
English 10 

IT’S YOUR COUNTRY, 

and we’re just living in it! 

In groups of three or four create your own “dream” country on a piece of construction paper. The 

name of your country needs to be somewhere on the page. 

Before you begin, please write the names of your group members who will fulfill the 

following roles: 

 

 The House (government decisions) ______________________________ 

 Urban Planner (landscape, location decisions) ______________________________ 

 Cultural Connoisseur (People, what they engage in, favorite customs decisions) 

____________________________ 

 Leader (Name will change based on type of government i.e. President, Monarch, Dictator—

will oversee whole project) _____________________________ 

 

You must label ALL of the following: 

1. Capital cities 

2. The natural landmarks, monuments, etc. 

3. Any railroads, lakes, rivers, territories, etc. 

4. Transportation (it needs to be clear how people will come and go, and get around) 

5. Schools 

6. Hospitals 

7. Natural Resources (where are they found, what are they, etc. What do you import/export?) 

8. It should be clear what type of terrain this is (desert, mountainous, jungle, etc.)  

9. The population 

You may choose to make a key to be able to depict more easily the location of certain items and to 

save space. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



English 10 
 

ON A SEPARATE SHEET OF PAPER OR ON THE BACK, you need to complete 7 of the 

following items. The starred items MUST be completed (they count as part of the 7). You must 

have an explanation for all of your choices and be able to delve into the meaning behind 

certain selections. 

 ____* What kind of government will it be? (democracy, monarchy, dictatorship, etc.) There 

is a list on the back. Please describe any combined government types or what changes would 

be made, if any. 

____ The military type, size, etc. What is it called? 

 ____ What language they speak and what it sounds like, looks like, etc. 

_____* The rules governing that country based on the type of government chosen (you 

need at least 10) 

 ____* A National Anthem 

 ____* The type of people who live there (aliens, hobbits, people like us?) 

 ____ Holidays they celebrate 

 ____ Customs (normative practices of the society) 

 ____ Education type and structure (who gets education? For how long?) 

 ____* Draw a flag and provide a rationale 

 

Each group presents their country to the class, and must explain why they have chosen the 

government, rules, location, flag, etc. they have. Use the bottom of this page or another piece of 

scrap paper to sketch out your idea before putting it on construction paper. 

 

Your group must be ready to present on Tuesday, October 19th. 


